UNO ACCOUNTING LEGACY SOCIETY members’ cumulative gifts of $25,000 or more support accounting scholarships, professorships, and other specified purposes as well as ongoing program, student, and faculty activities. Legacy donors and their substantial gifts are foundational for our outstanding accounting programs. Start building your Legacy today!

MEMBERS AS OF JUNE 30, 2018

Marie J. Bauers and Ronald J. Bauers
Rose Marie Baumgarten
Jim and Betty Beard
Conway Family
Ed, Mary and Scott Copple
Deb and Bill Dinsmoor
Rae and Bill Dyer
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Emry
Mark and Frances Grieb
John and Ibby Hancock
Rad and Carol Heng
William and Marjorie Hockett
Mark and Alice Jaksich
Timothy J. Jensen, MPA
John A. and Breta S. Jeter
Lis and Hugo Kahn
E.H., Joyce and Judy Kenyon
E. Lyle Kinley, Jr.

Dan and Kari Kinsella
Larry R. Larson
Lutz
Nancy C. Noack
Charles T. and Denise A. Olson
Richard F. Ortman
Roberta “Bobbi” Pedersen
John and Mary Schleiger
Ben and Martha Simmons
The Sommer Family
Majar Thomas A. and Beverly Ward Spencer
Karla J. Stowe
The Foundation of the Nebraska Society of CPAs
Union Pacific
Ora Cerny Vomacka and Fred B. Vomacka
Tim and Beth Wilson
Kate King Wu and Horace Wu